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As the holiday’s approach, I think we all need and deserve a little festivity in our 
lives. 

 

However you decide to celebrate Christmas or Hanukkah and New Year’s Eve 
remember to safe guard yourself as well has family and friends to enjoy every-
thing this season brings. 

 

Happy holiday’s to you and your family. 

 

Judy Raymond – President 
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REPORTS FROM YOUR EXECUTIVE MEMBERS 

 PAST & PRESENT 

photographic art 

by Tjalling Halbertsma 

October 10 - December 30, 2020 

The Pressroom Gallery - 65 
Simcoe street, Collingwood 

We invite you to come and enjoy 
the show! 

The fascinating exhibition PAST & PRE-
SENT features a selection of works made 
by Collingwood based photographic artist 
Tjalling Halbertsma.  

This beautiful multifaceted show exhibits 
4 series, concentrating on portraiture in 
different forms. 

The Dutch Heritage series is inspired by 
the Golden Century, when a whole new 
style was created by painters such as Ver-
meer and Rembrandt.  

The Spirit series emerged during the 
Covid19 lockdown, bordering the line 
between photography and painting.  

The Classic Portraiture series through the 
Platinum Palladium printing way, shows 
how one can leave a legacy for generations 
to come.  

And finally the Inside-Outside series 
with two thought-provoking large scale 
tableaux vivants: “The Gathering” 
depicts an acceptance of the inner 
theatre of life, while “RETRO 2015-
2025” looks at the rise of Techno sapi-
ens: the merge of human and technol-
ogy. 

Tjalling’s art has been part of multiple 

exhibitions in Canada and the US, 

amongst which the prestigious Salt 
Spring National Art Prize. 

 

Outings Coordinator 

Eric Sutton 
 

 

 

Georgian Bay Photography Club 

Dear Members, 

Our next outing is planned for 10 am on Thursday December 17 at the 

Bradford Greenhouses Garden Gallery (4346 Highway 90 just this side of 

Barrie). The store is known for its fabulous Christmas decor this time of year 

and a visit should help us all get into the Christmas spirit.  As with our recent 

Museum outing, this one is indoors - so dry and warm! Thank you Marianne 

Templeman for coming up with the idea and doing some advance scouting! 

The opportunity: To photograph indoor Christmas décor in a garden centre. 
There should be lots of natural window light to help us out.  
 
https://shop.bradfordgreenhouses.com/ 
 
As per Covid protocols, we are required to wear a face covering indoors and 

to not attend if we have travelled outside the province within the previous 14 

days, feel ill, or are experiencing symptoms of COVID-19. 

I have advised the manager that our group’s maximum size will be 10 so an 

RSVP IS REQUIRED. 

Please RSVP me at eric.sutton@sympatico.ca 
Hope to see you there!   

Eric 

Eric Sutton, Outings Director 

  

 

https://nam10.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fshop.bradfordgreenhouses.com%2F&data=04%7C01%7C%7C326a002eb6eb47a4712a08d8927581fd%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637420380666911299%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLC
mailto:eric.sutton@sympatico.ca
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O3C PHOTO 

TOURS WITH 

PHO-

TOTOURTREK

KERS.COM 

UPDATES: 

• Due to the pandem-

ic, there have been sev-

eral rescheduling of 

tours 

• Currently, we have 

the Galapagos in June 

2021 and Kenya/

Tanzania in October 

2021 

For further details, 

please see:  

https://o3c.ca/photo-

tours/ 

JAW-DROPPINGVISIONS IN THE LANDSCAPE 
AS SEEN HTTPS://WWW.NEWATLAS.COM 

 

 

 

Ijen Volcano, Java Island    

Miller Yao/International 

Landscape Photographer of 

the Year  

1st Place, Photograph of 
the Year. ' 

Life Stream', Highlands, 
Iceland  

Kai Hornung/
International Landscape 
Photographer of the Year 

https://eur04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgtccc.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D5d6dd6f4c34485066bbd8fa42%26id%3D9f47627aa4%26e%3Db6e363223f&data=04%7C01%7C%7C68a15a9a84e1427601ec08d893e97f1b%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaa
https://eur04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgtccc.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D5d6dd6f4c34485066bbd8fa42%26id%3D9f47627aa4%26e%3Db6e363223f&data=04%7C01%7C%7C68a15a9a84e1427601ec08d893e97f1b%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaa
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Journey, the  Landscape 

Photography Conference 

 

Join us for a 2 day Live Online 

Landscape Photog-

raphy Journey, the  Landscape 

Photography Conference. Our 

instructors have mastered the 

challenges, roadblocks, and 

techniques that you are experi-

encing. Our team is here to 

help you bridge the gap be-

tween you and your landscape 

photography goals.  

 

If you want to create sharper 

images, learn about new gear 

and tools to try, improve your 

post-processing, or just find a 

community of like-minded 

friends—come join us!  

Get the in-depth training you 

need to focus specifically on 

your landscape photography! 

Join us for a 2-day, interactive, 

digital conference focused on 

nothing but the techniques, 

tricks, and secrets that you 

need to know to get flawless 

landscapes everytime. With 

our top-notch experienced 

landscape photographers 

teaching you live, we are cer-

tain you will walk away, cam-

era in hand, straight out your 

door to begin practicing what 

you've learned. And, the best 

part, all attendees will receive 

full access to all sessions on 

replay through Jan. 1st, 2021. 

 REGISTER NOW  

https://kelbyonelive.com/  

GBPC OUTING 

On  November 19th our club visited the Simcoe County Museum near Bar-
rie.  Only 10 people were allowed to participate due to covid-19 Below are 
some photos taken at the outing. 

Garth Sutherland 

javascript:void(0);
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NFRCC SPEAKER SERIES 

NFRCC & Hunt’s Photo and 

Video Present Speaker Se-

ries 2020-2021  

The NFRCC is excited to offer 

you the opportunity to partici-

pate in our Speaker Series 

event.   

We have 11 presentations 

lined up on a monthly basis, 

by well known speakers 

which will span a 12 month 

timeframe September 

14, 2020 to August 2021.  

Here are some of our Speakers: 
Noah Buchanan; Doug Hans-
gate; Emily Hojnowski; Don Ko-
marechka; Tim Shields; Harold 
Davis; Roman Kurywczak; Cheryl 
Belczak; Ellen Anon. We invite 
you to view all the details of each 
speaker and their presentation 
at https://www.nfrcc.org/nfrcc-
speaker-series.  Information on 
the Speaker Series can also be 
accessed on the NFRCC.org 
website.   
Purchase either the entire Series 
Pass, which will provide you ac-
cess to all the presentations or 
you can choose Individual 
Speaker passes. 

 
Prices are in Canadian Funds 
and HST is included in the 
price. 
Non-NFRCC members 
$55.00 - Speaker Series Pass 
NFRCC members $45.00 - 
Speaker Series Pass 
Non-NFRCC members 
$12.00 - Individual Speaker 
Pass 
NFRCC members $10.00 - 
Individual Speaker Pass 
  
We look forward to seeing 
you at the presentations.  
 
https://
www.canamexpo.com/  

Darlene Kutcy 

 

https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcanamphotoexpo.us2.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D0d2582f2238aab80478063995%26id%3De4ada8e95f%26e%3D15c315ae36&data=02%7C01%7C%7C9ad117aebfdf492291dc08d84f55ab02%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aa
https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcanamphotoexpo.us2.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D0d2582f2238aab80478063995%26id%3De4ada8e95f%26e%3D15c315ae36&data=02%7C01%7C%7C9ad117aebfdf492291dc08d84f55ab02%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aa
https://www.canamexpo.com/
https://www.canamexpo.com/
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Eric Sutton 

GBPC November Competition 

Nature: Animals and Motion 

 

The results are delayed but will be seen when available on our 

website GBPC.ca 

under the Membership tab. 

So please check regularly. 
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Hello GBPC Members, 

I am so pleased that so many of you have participated in our competitions this year. Our O3C judges have com-
mented that they have enjoyed judging our images. The marks and the comments that they give each photo are 
meant to suggest ways of improving the image if it is in need of adjustment. 

Many of the comments relay suggestions for better sharpness, exposure, light and colour. There is an emphasis 
on the technical aspect of the image. This is true for categories of Botany, Animals, Architecture, People, Scapes 
and Macro.  

Norm Ullock is the Judges Chair for the Ontario Council of Camera Clubs (O3C). He has written a summary of 
“Why our judges put emphasis on technical achievement”. I have attached the article below for you to read. 

After entering many competitions and receiving constructive criticism on your images, it is one way of making you 
a better photographer. Of course, you need to keep taking lots of photographs too! 

 

January Competition Information 

Our next competition is for the categories Scapes and Still Life. 

Definitions for these categories: 

 

Scapes (SC) 

-a picture depicting an expanse of scenery, the spaces in our world; 

-includes cityscapes, landscapes, seascapes, sky scapes, and pastoral scenes; 

-pictures may show vast spaces or microscopic views but must show space; 

-a single building or object within the picture is limited to 30% of the total image area; 

 

Still Life (SL) 

-a still life photograph is made up of a group of carefully arranged inanimate objects in an artificial setting in-
doors; 

-normally this is done in a studio with backdrops whether professional or home made;  

You may begin emailing on January 4th 2021. Deadline for images is January 11th midnight. 

Please remember to resize your image to 2000 pixels on the long side, but no smaller as that makes the file too 
small for the judges to see properly. Name your image the same as your title. This information will also be posted 
on the website. If you have any questions please feel free to contact me. The new entry form is attached below. 

I will let you know when the Results for Nature: Animals and Motion will be ready to view. 

However you spend your Christmas this year, stay safe. 

 

Barb Martin   C.D.        
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 Why O3C Judges put emphasis on Technical Achievement  

By Norm Ullock O3C Judge Chair  

 

 In my role as O3C Judge chair I get to interface with most all of our member clubs Executives. I also 

get asked to speak to club member meetings, where I enjoy meeting and chatting with people. One 

question that occasionally comes up is, why are our judges so demanding about technical achieve-

ment when judging images. I would like to try and explain why we do what we do.  

The short answer is the purpose of club and O3C Competitions is to help you become a better photog-

rapher. Being capable of making your main elements fully sharp and correctly exposed with an image 

that creates some emotion in the viewer is a requirement of being a good photographer. So, you now 

may ask are judges more rigid about this than they need to be.  

We develop our O3C judge training and scoring systems to be inline with major world photography 

organizations like PSA (Photographic Society of America) and FIAP (Fédération Internationale de l'Art 

Photographique ) which is the European body. CAPA (Canadian Association for Photographic Arts) 

also map their judging in line with these world bodies. The idea of this alignment is so as you grow as 

a photographer and artist and possibly begin to compete in National and International competitions, 

your images will be judged by the same basic criteria.  

What I mean by our judging is inline with these bodies is our judges are more lenient when evaluat-

ing an image for Impact, Composition and Technical merit than a FIAP or PSA competition judging 

would be. FIAP & PSA competitions have entries from many of the world’s top photographers, conse-

quently the quality of the images is superior to what one would expect in a local club competition. 

Many international competitions have thousands of entries that are multi day judging events. Anything 

with a flaw is quickly discounted out of the way. So, your image would need to have great impact for a 

second look or be close to perfect to start with. The other thing is that these judges aren't evaluating 

an image with the intent to give a critique or comment so they will not take extra time in fully evaluating 

the image. It's just a time constraint they are working under. In O3C we recognize that we are, very 

often helping beginner and intermediate photographers, to rise to the level of winning club awards and 

regional recognition. Consequently, our judges are a bit more lenient in applying standards and try to 

be encouraging in their comments, which you do not get in an international competition. You just get a 

score. We are biasing our judging to encourage photographers to grow in their activity.  

Judges also recognize that there are images that have an artistic twist like floral photos where the 

maker creates a softness in the image that is an obviously maker created softness where sharpness is 

less important and the out of focus elements are part of the composition. In categories such as Nature, 

Landscapes, Architecture and most Portraiture the main element’s sharpness & exposure is important 

for a quality image.  

Occasionally, I hear from club members that they see winning images in some national and interna-

tional competitions where the subject is not sharp and composition and or exposure rules are not ad-

hered to. So, they ask, “Why does O3C insist on sharpness, good compositional attributes and correct 

exposure?  
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Well there are international competitions and there are international competitions. Not all are created 

equal. You should ask yourself the following:  

o What were the rules of those competitions? o Example Judge 1, A watercolour artist who creates 

great still life paintings.  

o Example Judge 2, A professional photojournalist photographer for 30 years. His /Her main job is to 

take newsworthy pictures in jpg format and upload to the editor. Never does post processing.  

o Example Judge 3, An award-winning photographer who does mostly human portraits.  

o They all have very good niche art skills.  

o They have not had any training in how to judge images consistently using a scoring model. Their 

likes are likely personal and not objective and detached like O3C judges are trained to be.  

o They will likely score images by their personal preferences and the standards in their own back-

grounds, because that is how humans who are not trained will think.  

 

o What was documented about how the images would be judged?  

o How many images were being judged?  

o What were the category definitions about the criteria the image will be judged on?  

o What was the credentials of the judges and what judge training have they had?  

 

I have also seen these kinds competitions where It is quite likely that those winning images if entered 

in another competition would score very differently. Often, I have seen terrible images win awards in 

some big competitions. I have also occasionally researched who the judges were. The following is an 

example of what I have often found:  

Do the above credentials make a qualified judge?  

In writing this article I spent some time working with my friend Francis King. Francis is a member of 

the Chinese Canadian Photographic Society of Toronto (CCPST), and he is an outstanding photogra-

pher with years of International competition experience. He is a GMPSA (PSA Grand Master) Photog-

rapher, which means is he has had 3,000+ image exhibition acceptances supported by Star Rating 

Certificates from one or more PSA Divisions. He regularly judges for the Toronto Camera Club’s An-

nual International Salon, which is a FIAP competition.  

Francis is also currently an O3C Judge in Training, nearing his accreditation. When Francis began his 

O3C shadow judging his scores were consistently too low for what our scoring model should gener-

ate. When working with Francis and his mentor we found that Francis was judging the images correct-

ly but in line with standards of a FIAP competition. His comment was that in a FIAP or PSA competi-

tions the quality of the images is superior to what we see in club competitions. After explaining that 

O3C scoring was designed to be more forgiving and encouraging than a FIAP competition. Once he 

understood that we are trying to bring beginner and intermediate photographers to a level where they 

can win club awards  
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and that FIAP judging bar is too high for what we are trying to achieve, his scoring quickly fell into line 

with regular O3C judges. In other words, to be more lenient and encouraging.  

In the many O3C member clubs, including my own club the Oshawa CC, we have done many things to 

help our members grow as photographers and to allow more leniency in scoring. On OCC, we have al-

lowed hand of man in nature. We allow any and all post processing in all categories. We allow images of 

captive species to be entered in nature. None of these would be allowed in a National or International 

competition. We do expect that a photographer should be capable of getting their main elements or sub-

ject in focus from back to front. Some say that getting a bird or insect totally sharp is hard. Yes, it is but it 

can be done with the correct capture technique and camera settings and post processing. After many 

years of practice, I can get a body of a bee in flight totally sharp.  

Do judges make mistakes? Absolutely, we are human but we are doing our best in fairly evaluating a 

subjective thing like art. By using our scoring model, we can be consistent from image to image and from 

competition to competition.  

I had a conversation last summer with a friend who is a very successful painter artist who makes his liv-

ing creating art and often enters art competitions. I was looking for ideas about how to train our judges to 

better evaluate great high scoring images as art. I explained what we do to train judges and how they 

judge using a scoring model. By the end of our beer, he was blown away by our O3C system. He said in 

art competition they have nothing like what we do. A winning image in one competition may not even be 

accepted in another competition a week later. He commented that everything was subject on what the 

judge liked. I received the similar comments from an executive of an Ontario art council.  

I hope the above helps everyone understand why we do what we do for competition image evaluation. 

The next time you get a critique for your image why not ask someone for help on how to enhance the 

suggested area. There are at least 11 of us in OCC that are qualified judges and we are all listed in the 

website competition area.  

About the Author:  

Norm Ullock is an award-winning photographer. He has twice been OCC Photographer of the Year 

(POTY) and twice was Runner up for OCC POTY. He has been runner up for Photographer of the Year 

at the O3C Open Challenge. He is currently the O3C judge Chair and is responsible for running our pool 

of Judges and Judges in Training. Norm is responsible for developing and providing judges education 

and accreditation. He also is frequently invited to speak on Photography and Judging at O3C member 

clubs.  


